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Introduction
James Humberstone’s Cycles and Circles was commissioned by Ensemble Offspring for
premiere on their Music to Infinity tour in 2012. This education kit was co-commissioned by
the Campbelltown City Council to encourage high school students in the area to participate
in both education workshops and the concert itself.

About the piece
Humberstone was inspired by the name of the concert series to write a piece
which could be performed an infinite number of times and never be the
same. Drawing on his own study of experimental music and building
on ideas explored in his String Quartet (1995) and Chance :
Chants (2003), Humberstone created a new work with aleatoric
elements but more importantly for this education kit, hundreds
of jumping-off points for young composers to try out.

Provocations
The “Provocation” pages of this booklet examine composers
and works that directly influenced Humberstone’s thinking in
Cycles & Circles. They paint a brief biographical or
musicological background, beginning with ideas for listening
(and sometimes score study) that students could do.
In addition to ideas for listening are jumping-off points for
performance and composition, so that students combine learning
experiences as set out in the NSW syllabuses for stages 4 to 6.

Early works
Humberstone’s two earlier works cited above are also introduced by way of
supporting further study of Australian music of the last 25 years. Links are
provided to full recordings, copies of scores and even a film explaining the
string quartet.

QR Codes
Where links to resources found online are essential they are included in
within the text. In addition to this, QR codes like the one to the
right are found in the left margin. If you have a smartphone or
tablet device and some free QR code reading software, you can scan these
codes to jump straight to performances (usually YouTube videos) as you read the
text. If you do not have a QR reader and are looking for further listening described
in the text, most of it is available online.

Provocation 1
Reich’s phases

Listen
Steve Reich developed a technique
called phasing when working with
tape loops in the 1960s. According to
legend, one tape player ran slower
than another when playing identical
loops, so that they gradually moved
out of synchronisation. The bestknown of Reich’s tape pieces to
explore phasing is Come Out. Over a
duration of 13 minutes, a single short
recording phases between a number
of tape players.
Listen to Come Out and see if you
can hear the phasing effect.
Reich then extended this technique
to notated music. In Clapping Music,
Reich took a simple repeated pattern
one bar long and offset one part
against another by a quaver every 12
repetitions.
In Piano Phase, Reich managed to
imitate the very gradual phasing from one pattern-offset to another not by blunt rhythmic
changes but by asking one player to make the change gradually over a series of
repetitions.

Perform
Perform the first three cells of Reich’s Clapping Music in pairs or as a class divided in two. If
you cannot locate the score to Reich’s Clapping Music, perform the following cells together
in the same manner:

(One part should repeat the first bar all of the time. The second moves to the
second bar after 12 repetitions, and to the third bar after another 12.)

Compose
Compose a piece for two instruments that uses a one-bar cell which is
phased using one of the above techniques or another technique you
describe yourself.

Provocation 2
Riley’s open minimal music

Listen
Terry Riley’s seminal work In C
fused ideas that we now consider
minimalist (small, repeated cells of
music) with those we think of as
experimental (choices about the
resulting sound being left to the
performer or to chance).
Riley’s 1964 score contains 53 cells
to be performed with a repeated
pulse (on C, of course), with
instructions for the performer to
move from one to the next in their
own time (although restrictions on
how far ahead or behind the other
players one should be are given).
The instrumentation is also open,
meaning that cells can be
performed on any combination of
instruments. As a result, it’s almost
impossible that one performance
will be identical to any other.

Perform
Performing the whole of In C is quite a feat, but the first ten to fifteen cells can easily be
performed in a high school classroom. No “black notes” are introduced until cell 14, so
xylophones with no accidentals
can be used. Keyboard
instruments are also very useful.
If transposing instruments are to
be used, some preparation of
t r a n s p o s e d s c o re s w i l l b e
necessary.

“I think that music has to have
danger, you have to be on the
precipice to really be interested.”

In C is copyright Terry Riley 1964
and is published by Celestial
Harmonies 1989.

Compose
Compose a collection (6 to 12 is recommended) of short patterns which can be performed
together in any order. Begin by choosing a key or mode to work in, so that a general
consonance will be heard between them, and begin several of the cells on the tonic, to help
establish it.
Get your friends together and perform the cells by placing them on scraps of paper in a
pile. Each player takes a scrap and performs that cell until they feel like playing a different
one, at which point they simply take another scrap. The piece is over when all scraps of
paper have been taken and everyone has finished playing their last cell. It may help to have
someone playing a simple beat on an unpitched percussion instrument.

Early work 1
Humberstone String Quartet

Listen
Cycles & Circles is not the
fi r s t w o r k J a m e s
Humberstone has
composed which draws on
the
i n fl u e n c e s
(provocations) outlined in
this booklet.
His String Quartet (1995)
draws on many of the
same ideas, although it
employs different solutions
to Cycles & Circles and is
not as open a score.
The String Quartet’s four
parts phase over 210 bars,
with the cello repeating only once, and the viola part in contrast being played seven times.
A diagram of the structure can be seen above. The proportions use prime numbers, so that
the only time they can be considered in ‘sync’ is at the very beginning and end.
Such large-scale phasing draws on Reich’s ideas, but is quite different. For example,
Reich’s phases are always made up for short cells (like those seen in Riley’s In C), while
Humberstone’s repeated parts
are in themselves long sections of
music. Another great difference is
that Reich’s cells are extremely
similar, like two loops of tape at
slightly different speed, while
Humberstone’s four parts are
entirely different.
H u m b e r s t o n e m a d e a fi l m
explaining how the quartet works
and discussing these influences
and others discussed in this
b o o k l e t . Wa t c h i t b y
scanning the QR code
to the left or by going
to http://bit.ly/
Q6yBVo.

Provocation 3
John Cage and silence; The text music of La Monte Young and Karlheinz Stockhausen

Listen
A number of composers have explored open or chance-derived (aleatory) approaches to
composition. John Cage’s most famous aleatory piece was 4’33” (1952) in which the
performer (on any instrument)
plays nothing for that duration
- four minutes and thirty-three
seconds - or any other
duration of time.
While performing Nothing
may seem a strange idea,
Cage’s intention was, among
other things, to draw the
audience’s attention to the sounds all around them (even in a silent concert hall), and to let
go of the traditional ‘control’ of the composer over sound.
Meanwhile composers Karlheinz Stockhausen and La Monte Young, like Cage, used
graphic scores or simply text along. In his Aus Den Sieben Tagen, Stockhausen spent a
week locked up in a darkened, quiet house, contemplating sound and writing compositions
such as:

“I have nothing to say and I am saying
it and that is poetry as I need it.”

INTENSITY
play single sounds
with such dedication
until you feel the warmth
that radiates from you
play on and sustain it
as long as you can

Provocation 3 cont.
John Cage and silence; The text music of La Monte Young and Karlheinz Stockhausen

Perform
Perform one of La Monte Young’s 1960 text pieces. For example, Composition 1960 #3:
Announce to the audience when the piece will begin and end if there
is a limit on duration. It may be of any duration.
Then announce that everyone
duration of the composition.

may

do

whatever

he

wishes

for

the

5•14•60

Compose

“One must recognize that most
artists can only be expected to
produce their best work on the
inspiration of their muse...”

Compose your own text
piece. You may like to
make it extremely open, or
direct exactly what you’d
like to happen in
performance (consider, for
example, La Monte
Young’s Composition 1960
#7.
Give your text piece to a
group of your classmates,
but don’t give them any instructions other than those you have written. If their interpretation
of the piece is very different to your intent, why do you think that is? And did it turn out to be
a good thing, or a bad thing?

Let’s quote

Provocation 4
Music boxes and Feldman

Listen
Feldman is renowned for
composing music over
long durations of time
which sometimes explore
dynamics at the softer
end of an instrument’s
range. This influence on
Cycles & Circles is
obvious, from the
constantly soft dynamics
to the fact that it can be
performed in many
configurations over as
long a time as is required.
When composing Cycles
& Circles, Humberstone
had no particular work of
F e l d m a n ’s i n m i n d .
However, upon choosing
the programmable music
box as a performance
John Cage and Morton Feldman

instrument, he noticed that the cards with holes
(for notes) punched in them looked a little like the
score of Feldman’s Intersection 3.
Humberstone adapted a grid notation akin to the
music box grids to notate the ostinati for Cycles &
Circles. Three modes were then superimposed on
that grid, meaning that the same graphical
notation could result in three subtly different
versions, depending on the mode chosen. In a nod to the influence of Feldman,
Humberstone named the three modes after three of Feldman’s works: Rothko,
Coptic and Ixion.

Perform
On the next page are two grid scores from Cycles & Circles. Each space
in the grid corresponds to a pitch in the Coptic mode as follows:

Provocation 4 cont.
Music boxes and Feldman

Perform (cont.)
Using the key on the previous page, perform the two following repeated patterns in Coptic
mode on a keyboard or mallet instrument. Repeat each one against the other to hear them
phase.

As an optional extension, you could read the analysis at the end of the booklet and try to
perform these same patterns in Rothko and Ixion modes.

Compose
Now, using the empty grid below, compose your own pattern, and perform it.

Early work 2
Humberstone Chance : Chants

Listen
Another early work of
Humberstone’s that
e x p l o re d i d e a s o f
repeated cells,
phasing, and added
some of the elements
of chance, performer’s
choice and even
improvisation seen in
the music of La Monte
Young and John Cage
was Chance : Chants
(2003). You can listen
to a performance by
scanning the QR code
to the left, or browsing
to http://snd.sc/
Qk3GL1.
In Chance : Chants,
performers progress
through paths of
choice from the
beginning to end of
their part. Beginning on the left, they must start in “Silence” at the bottom. The performer
can then move up a level to “Chants” once this time is reached, or remain in “Silence”. As
further time passes, the layers “Ostinati”, “Song” and eventually “Free Improvisation”
become available.
Toward the end of each part, the lines are again removed, back to silence. The piece can
be performed for any length of time, and each part has a different length, creating not only
micro-phasing between the ostinati, but also macro-phasing between the five parts over the
piece as a whole (similar to the String Quartet).

Performance
James Humberstone’s Chance : Chants can be downloaded at no charge from his website
www.composerhome.com. Adapt the parts for instruments in your classroom, and perform
it.

Provocation 5
Starting with Satie

Listen
It may seem peculiar that a composer
born in the 19th century should be
included in a booklet about minimal
and experimental influences on a few
work for the 21st century. However, if
Cage is often seen as the father
figure of experimentalism, then Satie
is the grand-father.
A colourful character, Satie lays claim
to this mantel through a body of
refreshingly simple work (the core of
which is his piano repertoire) in which
his eccentric personality is found.
Littered with quirky performance
suggestions Stockhausen or Cardew
may have used decades later such
as “Open your head”, or “Provide
yourself with shrewdness”, these
piano pieces are still extremely
popular today - especially the
Gymnopedies.
In the Gnossiennes 1-6 are found
open elements of notation, such as
the lack of barlines or tempi, just like
the bass instrument parts in Cycles &
Circles; the choice of where to place
emphasis left to the performer. Satie
even referred to himself as “someone
who measures sounds”, a description
Cage would have doubtless been
quite happy with.
A work still often performed in the context of the experimental music of 80 years later is
Satie’s Vexations, a strange, modal piece, which included the instruction to repeat it 840
times. Naturally, performers take this instruction very seriously, and the performance often
takes 24 hours to complete. Just as Cycles & Circles can, if you so wish.

“Wonder about yourself.”

Perform
The famous Gymnopedie No. 1 is out of copyright and available at
several websites such as imslp.org. If you cannot perform the whole
work, learn the melody as a class and perform it with a pianist playing
the accompaniment.

Compose
Write a simple melody and accompaniment for piano, but then remove the
barlines. How does this affect the way a performer interprets the piece? Resist
giving them advice or explaining how it should sound.

Provocation 6
Starting from Scratch:

Listen
The living composer who has
had the greatest influence on
Humberstone is Howard
S k e m p t o n . To g e t h e r w i t h
Cornelius Cardew and Michael
Parsons, Skempton was cofounder of the Scratch
Orchestra, the English
experimental group which
fused ideas of John Cage, La
Monte Young with a social
agenda (the orchestra was
open to anyone, whether they
played an instrument or not).
Skempton’s own voice was
refined over his early years with
the Scratch Orchestra
(1968-1972) as a composer
who treated sound carefully
and strove to find a balance
between creating the new and
“remaining musical”. His early
works include many piano
miniatures, but it was his work
Lento for the BBC Symphony
Orchestra in 1992 that
established him as a leading
composer of his time.
After graduating from Exeter
University in 1996, Humberstone
studied with Skempton privately before migrating to Australia. His honours thesis was on
Skempton’s music, and in the related analysis Humberstone discovered structures as
carefully conceived as those present in Reich’s early work or even in a Beethoven
symphony, while Skempton often chose to leave aspects of the score such as
dynamics, tempi, articulation, phrasing or even rhythm open.

Perform
The seminal work of Cornelius Cardew’s performed by the Scratch Orchestra
wasThe Great Learning. Locate Paragraph 7, and perform it as a class.

Compose
Skempton’s music often fuses traditionally notated music with open elements for instance, missing the stems and beams off noteheads to allow the performer to
decide the rhythms. Write your own short piece in traditional notation, but leave some
aspects of performance down to your performer.

Analysis
Cycles & Circles

Instrumentation
Cycles & Circles is written for
two percussionists and a
bass instrument (on premiere
this part will be performed
on bass clarinet, but it could
be played on any instrument
with a similar range, such as
bassoon, trombone or cello).
The percussion parts can be
played on any pitched
percussion instruments with
the range C4 to A5, but were
originally designed for
Chinese bowls and
programmable music boxes.
The Chinese bowls are not
special ‘singing’ bowls, but
the simple, cheap ceramic
bowls you can find in any
Chinese grocery store and even in some big supermarket chains.
The pitches required are the “white” notes, plus F sharp in both octaves and B flat in octave
4. To discover bowls with the correct pitch, take a digital tuner (if you have a smart phone,
there are plenty of free tuner apps out
there) and tap the bowls with your
fingernail (or a handy chopstick!) until you
have one of each pitch. Write the pitch
inside the bowl with a permanent marker
to save you working it out again when you
get home.
These ‘instruments’ were chosen for their
unique tone colour, but also because they
are cheaply available for educational
context with a low budget. Similarly, the
range required was chosen because Orffstyle pitched percussion instruments
have an octave-and-a-half range from C
to A, and usually ship with only F sharp and B flat accidentals. Thus they can easily be
substituted with classroom instruments should bowls not be available or wanted.
The percussionists also play programmable music boxes. The music boxes used in the
premiere can be ordered online at http://bit.ly/LQdCnU, or the parts can be played on a
synthesiser/sampler set to a music box sound. The material for the bowls and the music
boxes is identical, so the performers can choose to play it on either, except that on the
music boxes the music will only ever be in coptic mode as they do not include the
accidentals. The music boxes also have a slightly wider range: octave equivalence is
allowed.
The music boxes use cards with holes punched in them to trigger each note (as mentioned
above, this triggered the connection to Feldman’s music). Each cell is repeated until the

Analysis cont.
Cycles & Circles
end of the card, but it can also be
repeated by looping the card and
fastening it with a piece of tape.
Alternatively, a performer could
choose in advance a series of cells
by taping many cards together, each
of which could have a new repeated
pattern.

Playing the
material - Cycles
The percussionists play a series of
musical cells on these instruments.
Unlike Riley’s In C, no pulse is given,
and in fact some cells have implicitly
different metres, so fitting to one pulse may be tricky.
The performers solve this issue by making deliberate choices - when pulse is evident and
they want to work together in time, they do. When it’s evident but they want to play their cell
with independent tempo, they can - and obviously, when pulse isn’t evident, they don’t try to
play in time with one another. Cells can be played at any tempo, and can also be played
rubato.
There are times when players will definitely want to play in time. As they explore the material
they will learn to recognise cells, and can choose to deliberately play the same cell at a
slightly different tempo or the a/b version of each cell at the same tempo which will result in
phasing between the parts. These are
the inherent cycles in the piece.
As mentioned above, each cell is
presented in three modes (which are
shown to the right). The players can
very deliberately coordinate the modes
they choose so that they play in the
same mode at all times (by using
signals, for example), or they can fluidly
move between modes and experiment
with which combinations sound best at
any time. Again, as they become more
familiar with the material they will
recognise the mode being used by
other players and can choose to copy it
- or not.
At all times the dynamic is soft. Players
will from time to time “swell” the dynamic level, but essentially it remains quiet at all times,
making the music seem quite introverted. With the concentration required by players to
remain in time - or not - and within tonal constructs - or not - the performance will present as
very ‘intense’.

Bass parts
The bass instrument’s material is quite different to the percussion material. Essentially it is
melodic, and the contrasting roles within the texture will mean that it is heard as the

Analysis cont.
Cycles & Circles
foreground part whenever it is playing. Sometimes the material is
more like chant than song.
The bass part is also always played softly. Where rhythms are given
(some given material shows no note values at all, in which case the
performer interprets as they see fit), the tempo can match either or
both of the percussion parts, or work independently. Often it will work
best at slow tempi.
The bass part player performs complete phrases, but does not need to
perform all of the material. They can also perform whole sections or parts of
sections, or repeat the material.

Planning the performance - Circles
The percussion cells and bass part melodies are given on separate pieces of
card or thick paper. Before the performance starts, the players choose the
material they will perform. They can do this by carefully studying the material in advance
and agreeing on patterns that they want to coincide, or they can begin the piece by
shuffling the cards and taking any number.
Any cards not chosen before the performance starts should be discarded. The
performance begins in silence, and the always-soft dynamics should grow from nothing as
each player begins. At any time they can stop playing and remain silent.
Having chosen a certain number of cards, the performer plays each one in turn, repeating it
as many times as they like before moving onto the next one. When they finish playing one
card, they carefully place it face down, to retain the same order. When they finish playing
the final card, they return to the first card and play all cards in the same order. This creates
the Circles.
As mentioned above, players may choose to coordinate the mode they are playing in. If
they have not learned to recognise each mode, a signal or a sign can be used to
coordinate. Since the bass instrument player’s melodies are fixed in individual modes, the
bass player may choose to skip ahead through cards to reach the consonant mode. The
percussion players can read any cell in any mode, unless they are playing the music boxes.
Free improvisation is allowed once the piece is established.
These guidelines may be adapted as the performers see fit. For example, if a player is not
happy with the material they are playing in its current context, they may miss that card and
subsequent cards until they find one they are happy with. Some cards could be duplicated
to create ‘ritornello’ sections within a circle. A longer performance could include “sections” circles of cards used for a certain length of time, before moving onto another circle. The
sections themselves could even be cycled through. Performers could compose new cells to
be used in performances to further extend the piece.

Why infinity?
It’s probably plainly obvious to you why this piece was composed for Ensemble Offspring’s
Infinity tour. Even if two ensembles with the exact same combination of instruments chose
the same combination of cards, the chances of them entering at the same time, playing at
the same tempo, the same number of repetitions of every cell - and so on - are almost
infinite. Each performance of Cycles and Circles should be entirely new.

The Work
Perform the piece yourself
Using the above analysis of Cycles and Circles, perform the work with the following parts.
(The parts included in this kit represent about one third of the full piece.) Percussion parts
are provided as cards (you may photocopy onto card and cut along the dotted lines) - if you
have actual music boxes, you will have to punch holes in the provided cards to create these
same patterns.
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Bass Instrument Parts
In the full work, three types of part for bass instrument are provided. From Silence, possibly
best used first, emerging at the beginning of the piece; Untimed, chant-like melody with
note lengths open to interpretation; and Melody - through composed, complete melodies.
Each type of material is provided in the three modes, and each time in three transpositions
(for instruments in C, E flat and B flat). Octave equivalence is allowed, which means if notes
go out of range or might just sound better in another octave, it can be changed by the
player. In this kit, one of each type of part is provided in all three transpositions.
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